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                       2000 Centre Pointe Blvd    Tallahassee, FL  32308   
                Voice: 850-309-0400  Fax: 850-942-2562 
 
 
 

HYDROCELECTOMY   
 
 
ABOUT ANESTHESIA 
 
You will not be able to eat or drink anything after midnight the night before your surgery.  This 

also includes candy, gum and tobacco products.  If you normally take medications in the morning 

for your heart, blood pressure, thyroid or seizures, you may take these with a small sip of water 

when you first wake up.  If you normally take medication for diabetes in the morning, DO NOT 

TAKE IT!  You will need to bring this medication with you.  We will check your blood sugar when 

you arrive.  If you use inhalers on a daily basis for asthma, you will need to bring these with you.  If 

you use a CPAP at night when you sleep, you will need to bring that with you.  If you take a 

narcotic medication on a daily basis for a chronic condition, you will need a family member present 

on admission to sign the operative permit.  NO JEWELRY OR CONTACT LENS.  You will be 

asked to remove dentures and glasses.  Do bring a pair of warm socks for your feet.  You may wear 

these back to the OR. 

You will need someone to drive you home.  They may drop you off if they are available by cell 

phone to come back when you get to the recovery room.  You should make arrangements to have 

someone stay with you for 24 hours after you return home because you will need to rest and take it 

easy.  You will not be able to drive or operate machinery for 24 hours.  You shouldn’t make any 

important decisions or sign any legal documents for 24 hours. NO ALCOHOLIC 

BEVERAGES, SLEEPING MEDICATIONS, TRANQUILIZERS OR NON-

PRESCRIPTION MEDICATIONS for 24 hours. 

 

  ABOUT PREOP 
 
You will be asked to arrive one hour prior to your surgery time.  When you arrive you will be asked 

to sign some paperwork and then you will be brought back to the preop area to be checked in.  

The nurse will ask you to sign consent forms. It is important that your physician has gone over the 

risks and benefits of your procedure and that you understand them prior to signing.  Should any 

questions arise after your doctor has explained everything, feel free to ask the nurse and we will be 

happy to answer them.   The nurse will take your vital signs and start your IV.  You will be given a 

pill and IV medication to decrease production of gastric secretions.  You may also receive IV 

antibiotics.  We will check your sugar if you are diabetic. You will be interviewed by your 
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anesthesiologist.  You should address any problems or concerns you have with anesthesia at that 

time.  You will be given medications by the anesthesiologist during your surgery to make you sleepy 

and make you forget.  They also give medication so you will be free of pain during the procedure.  

When the procedure is complete,  the anesthesiologist will make sure your respiratory status is 

stable before you are taken to recovery. 

 
 ABOUT RECOVERY 
 
You will be taken to the recovery room when your surgery is completed.  When you arrive in 

recovery, you will be just waking up.  The nurse will be reconnecting you to a monitor to measure 

your vital signs and they will ask you to take deep breaths frequently.  The IV will remain in place 

until we are sure you can tolerate fluids by mouth and are able to urinate.  We want to make you as 

comfortable as possible, so please let the nurse know if you have any pain or nausea.  You will be 

in the recovery room approximately one hour if there are no complications.  The doctor will 

usually talk with you and your family member about the outcome of your surgery and when he will 

see you for follow-up.  When you are stable, the nurse will assist you to the bathroom to urinate.  A 

responsible person will need to be present for the discharge instructions, sign them, and be able to 

drive you home.  Your IV will then be removed and you will be escorted to your vehicle in a 

wheelchair.  Should you have any problems after you have been discharged, you may call 201-0505. 

 
THE SURGERY 
 
A hydrocele is an abnormal fluid collection between the outer tissue layers around the testicle.  

These tissue layers naturally secrete fluid and when the fluid is not reabsorbed, as it normally would 

be, a fluid collection or hydrocele forms.  The cause of most hydroceles is unknown, although 

some may be related to trauma, infection, or past surgery.  A hydrocelectomy is an operation to 

remove the hydrocele.  An incision is made in the scrotum and the testicle is lifted out.   An 

inguinal approach is usually performed with a child.  A scrotal approach is usually performed with 

an adult.  The sac is then removed and the remaining tissue edges are stitched back.  The tissue 

edges then heal onto themselves and the surrounding vessels naturally reabsorb any fluid produced.  

The incision is then stitched closed with dissolvable stitches.  A drain may be placed in the incision 

that will be removed 1-2 days after the surgery. Swelling is likely to be present for several weeks 

after surgery. 

 

HOME CARE 
 
All physical activity should be restricted for 48 hours.  You may get up to go to the bathroom and 

eat.  Any activity that can’t be done from the couch, bed or recliner should be avoided.  You may 

return to routine activity after 48 hours.  NO HEAVY LIFTING, GREATER THAN 15 

POUNDS, OR STRENUOUS EXERCISE FOR 2 WEEKS!  IF YOU HAVE A GROIN 

INCISION NO HEAVY LIFTING OVER 25 POUNDS FOR 6 WEEKS.  Ask your doctor 

for a work/school excuse if you cannot comply with these restrictions. 
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INCISION CARE 
 
You may apply ice packs intermittently, 20 minutes on, 20 minutes off, for the first 48 hours.  

Wrap the ice in a towel and place it on top of the supporter.  Never apply ice directly to the skin.  

Wear your athletic supporter 4-5 days, even when sleeping.  It will minimize swelling.  Remove 

gauze dressing in 24 hours.  You may shower in 48 hours.  Wash over the incision with soap and 

water.  No tub baths for 2 weeks.  This also includes swimming pools.  Stitches dissolve in 5-7 

days.  Slight redness around stitches is normal.  Bruising of the scrotum is also expected and should 

resolve in 5-7 days. Swelling is likely to be present for several weeks after surgery. 

 

 

 

 

 

COMPLICATIONS TO REPORT TO 201-0505 

 Fever greater than 101.5 degrees 

 Inability to urinate 

 Signs of infection such as yellow drainage from incision. 

 Sever Swelling of the scrotum 

 Reactions to medications (hives, rash, itching, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, inability to breath,  

 
 

MEDICATIONS YOUR PHYSICIAN MAY PRESCRIBE 
 
Take antibiotics as ordered. 
Take pain medication as needed. 
You may also take Tylenol if you feel a narcotic is not needed. 
 

 
 

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS PRIOR TO YOUR PROCEDURE 
PLEASE CALL 309-0400 

 


